ENDLESS POOL ELITE
STROKE

Elite One-on-One Coaching

TRAINING

SYSTEM

Introducing the Endless Pool Elite, a counter-current swimming machine that will revolutionize swim instruction. The
Elite offers coaches a unique and unprecedented opportunity to analyze every element of their swimmers’ stroke,
while providing both coach and athlete instantaneous, realtime feedback via multiple adjustable cameras and
mirrors. Most importantly, the Elite is fast, strong and smooth
— faster by far than any swimming machine on the market
today — as smooth as the original flume in Colorado
Springs. And with units as small as 9' x 16', it fits on any
deck… and in any program.
For two decades, Endless Pools, Inc., has been the world
leader in counter-current swimming machines, selling over
16,000 units to homeowners, physical therapists and
masters swimmers for swimming, water exercise and
recovery. Our new 7.5 HP Elite pool is designed specifically
for top swimmers: with a 50 second 100-yard pace, it even
challenges sprinters. With the Elite, a coach can increase
the current speed to a swimmer’s race pace — see precisely
when and how their stroke breaks down — and fix
it. Immediately. You can’t do that yelling across three lanes
of a 50-meter pool.
The Elite is also ideal for teaching all levels of swimming,
from young beginners to Masters — generating welcome
income for your program. There is no better one-on-one
teaching environment.

Overhead mirror for instant feedback.

0:50– hundred yard pace

University of Kentucky

Endless Pool Elite Specifications/Options
• 8' x 14' swimming area (9' 4" x 15' 4" min. footprint)
• 44" or 50" water depth
• modular steel construction
• 7.5 HP, two propeller, swim current generator
• reinforced acrylic water flow and conditioning system
• three 59" x 18" stainless steel VGB
compliant suction grills
• perimeter coping

“

This is probably the smartest
thing I’ve ever bought as a
swim coach…a tremendous
tool in the arsenal of coaching.
Gary Conelly University of Kentucky Swim Coach

• commercial grade water quality system
• automatic chemistry controller (ORP, pH)
• lockable retractable security cover

Eight foot width to accommodate even the tallest swimmers.

Smooth, broad swim current, 0:50–hundred yard pace.

”

Endless Pool Elite Coaches AV Package
• bottom and front underwater mirrors
• removable backstroke mirror
• underwater color cameras (2)
• software based video record and playback
(laptop required)

Front Mirror and Floor Mirror

“

For years at Auburn I trained my athletes in an Endless
Pool — but the Elite we’re putting in at SwimMAC takes
it to another level. It expands my ability to provide the
best technical advice possible
– David Marsh

”

CEO & Director of Coaching for SwimMAC

Backstroke Mirror

Coach Marsh at the Charlotte Grand Prix coaching with the Endless Pool Elite

For more information call 800-791-3485 or visit www.endlesspools.com/elite
1601 Dutton Mill Rd, Aston, PA 19014 (800) 791-3485
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